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#12641

Technical fabric transports moisture away. 
Elastic band for secure, good lookin’ fit!
FEATURES:
- Hi Cool® moisture management performance
   fabric
- Comfortable to wear under hats, helmets
   oralone
- Absorbent terry headband
- Elastic band for a great fit

Activated polymers bring cooling power where you need it most.
FEATURES:

- Bandana/headband - tie closure
- Activate by soaking in water for 2-5 minutes
- Remains hydrated for up to 4 hours
- Reusable: just soak in water to
   reactivate

               *Also available in FR*

#12567

$4.00

$6.55

Hard Hat Brim with Shade: Fits around the 
outside of a hard hat, providing sun and UV 
protection on the face and neck 
Keeps sweat out of eyes.

$8.25

CHILL-ITS® 
6615 HIGH-PERFORMANCE DEW RAG

CHILL-ITS®

6660 HARD HAT BRIM W/ SHADE

CHILL-ITS®

6700CT EVAPORATIVE COOLING 
BANDANA - TIE

FEATURES:
- 100% Polyester fabric
- Universal design - elastic inner
   rim to fit most hard hats
- Blocks the sun's rays keeping
   workers comfortable in
   environments absent from other
   forms of shade
- Patented design

#12640

Red Western 12479

Red Western

Pad with long shade that protects against the sun.
FEATURES:

- Protects neck from harmful UV rays
- Modacrylic cotton blend FR fabric
- Fabric meets ASTM F1506 
  performance requirements (ATPV 
  rating of 7.1cal/cm2); classified HRC1
  per NFPA 70E.
- Meets ASTM F2302 for flame resistance
- Soak in water 2-5 minutes to activate
- Remains hydrated for up to 4 hours
- Conveniently attaches to hard hat suspension
   headband
- Reusable, just resoak

#12657

CHILL-ITS® 6717 FR EVAPORATIVE
COOLING HARD HAT W/ NECK SHADE

$13.00



Pink

Dampen this synthetic space age wrap to create a cooling 
aid significantly colder than ambient air. 
FEATURES:
- Advanced PVA cooling technology
- Super-evaporative, feels significantly
  cooler than ambient air
- Activates fast and easy - run under cold 
  water for one minute
- 1/3 the size of the Chill-Its® 6602 with the same
  cooling power
- Wear for hours or for quick relief
- Simply re-wet to reactivate
- Machine washable

Dampen this synthetic space age towel to create a cooling 
aid significantly colder than ambient air.
FEATURES:
- Advanced PVA cooling technology
- Super-evaporative, feels significantly
  cooler than ambient air
- Activates fast and easy - run under cold
  water for one minute
- Wear for hours or for quick relief
- Simply re-wet to reactivate
- Machine washable
- Size: 13" x 29.5" (33cm x 75cm)

Economical way for hard hat wearers to 
manage moisture.
Keeps sweat out of eyes.
FEATURES:
- Absorbent terry headband
- Fits most hard hat suspension systems
- Machine washable
- 100% cotton

$6.25
$3.00

$2.45

CHILL-ITS®

6602 EVAPORATIVE COOLING TOWEL
CHILL-ITS®

6603 EVAPORATIVE COOLING BAND

CHILL-ITS® 6609 TERRY SWEATBAND

12442

- MULTIPLE WAYS TO WEAR – Wide variety of style and 
usage configurations
- LOW-PROFILE – Can be worn by itself or under a hard hat
- MOISTURE-WICKING – When dry, will absorb sweat, wick 
moisture away and dry fast
- PROTECTS AGAINST WIND, SUN & DUST – Ultimate 
defense from the elements
- ANTI-ODOR TREATMENT – For long-lasting freshness
- ONE SIZE FITS MOST – Soft, stretchable and seam-free 
performance knit fabric
- Machine washable

$7.95

CHILL-ITS® 6485 MULTI-BAND

ITEM NUMBER
ERGCO 42103 STARS & STRIPES PRINT
ERGCO 42106 NAVY WESTERN PRINT
ERGCO 42108 HI-VIS LIME 
ERGCO 42109 HI-VIS ORANGE
ERGCO 42111 FLAMES
ERGCO 42112 SKULLS 
ERGCO 42113 CAMO REALTREE
ERGCO 42114 HEATHER KHAKI
ERGCO 42115 HEATHER GRAY
ERGCO 42116 LIGHT GRAY FADE
ERGCO 42117 DRAB OLIVE FADE
ERGCO 42118 KHAKI FADE
ERGCO 42119 BE TENACIOUS
ERGCO 42120 BLUE
ERGCO 42121 AMERICAN FLAG



#12685

#12120
#12135

#12598

The Chill-Its® Lightweight Phase Change Cooling Vest 
Packs are made to be inserted into model 6255 
Lightweight Phase Change Cooling Vest to
keep workers cooler, safer and more
productive. The phase change cooling
material in the packs is 100% biodegradable
and maintain a 59° F (15° C) temperature for
up to 2 hours when activated. These packs
are designed to be 30%-60% lighter weight
than other cooling vests on the market.
- Size: 4" x 29.5" (33cm x 75cm)

Designed to be 30%-60% lighter weight than other cooling 
vests on the market, the Chill-Its® Lightweight Phase 
Change Cooling Vest keeps workers cooler,
safer and more productive. Its 100%
biodegradable phase change cooling
material maintains a 59° F / 15° C
temperature for up to two hours when
activated. Constructed with a polyester
cotton-blend fabric, the vest’s adjustable
hook and loop closures around the waist provide a 
customized fit for different body types. The heavy-duty 
front zipper makes for easy on/off, while the two front 
zippered pockets can be used to store cell phones and 
other small accessories.

The Chill-Its® 6687 Dry Evaporative Cooling Vest offers 
immediate and dry cooling relief that lasts up to three 
days. With its exclusive patented dry
evaporative technology, this cooling vest
keeps the wearer completely dry and
comfortable, as opposed to other cooling
vests on the market that require soaking
and get you wet. The lightweight vest is
constructed with high-visibility industrial-grade
quality nylon to perform in the toughest conditions. 
Design features an elastic hook & loop belt that allows 
for a snug, customizable fit. This lightweight cooling vest 
is machine washable and can be reused over and over 
again. 

$129.95  $98.95

$98.95

CHILL-ITS® 6260 LIGHTWEIGHT PHASE
CHANGE COOLING VEST WITH PACKS

CHILL-ITS® 6250 PHASE CHANGE COOLING
VEST PACKS - SET OF 4

CHILL-ITS® 6687 ECONOMY DRY
EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST

- LIGHTWEIGHT – Comfortable cotton exterior with 
polyester lining
- BREATHABLE – Two mesh side vents for maximum 
airflow
- MOISTURE-WICKING SWEATBAND – Traps sweat 
to keep it out of eyes
- SUN PROTECTION – UPF 40+ protection
from harmful UV rays
- VERSATILE – Brim can be worn down
for shade or snapped up out of the way
- BREAKAWAY DRAWSTRING CORD – Adjustable 
chin cord for a secure fit around chin
- ADJUSTABLE CINCH CORD – Back-of-hat cord 
cinches for custom fit on a variety of head sizes
- BRIM WIDTH – 3.5in // 8.9cm

$18.00

CHILL-ITS® 8936 LIGHTWEIGHT RANGER
HAT + MESH PANELING



Contact your local sales professional or branch for pricing and availability.

- 9-inch x 13-inch copolyester face shield
- Provides protection against splatters and airborne particles
- Foam forehead padding is 1-inch thick
- Bulk packed, 80 PCS/CS
Item: BH-S1
 

- Three separate layers of polypropylene material, inner layer provides enhanced filtration
- Adjustable aluminum nose bridge
- 2,000 pieces per case
Item: NW-M1

CLEAR DISPOSABLE COPOLYESTER FACE SHIELD WITH FOAM
PADDING AND ELASTIC STRAP

LIGHTWEIGHT, BLUE DISPOSABLE POLYPROPYLENE FACE MASK

- Three separate layers of PP material, the inner layer provides enhanced filtration
- Adjustable aluminum nose bridge
- 2,000 pieces per case
Item: NW-M2

LIGHTWEIGHT, BLACK DISPOSABLE POLYPROPYLENE FACE MASK

-Three separate layers of polypropylene material plus one inner layer of enhanced
  filtration material
- Adjustable nose bridge
- 1,000 pieces per case
Item: NW-KN95 
$8.25/BAG OF 10
 

KN95 - LIGHTWEIGHT, DISPOSABLE FILTRATION FACE MASK



SUN X 30+ MULTI-PURPOSE FOIL PACK
Sun X 30+ Broad Spectrum Sunscreen Lotion Pouch meets or exceeds new FDA sunscreen monograph. It is 
offered in several unique applications and packaging allowing the most effective and economical skin 
protection program for any environment.
• Contains Aloe Vera Gel & Vitamin E
• Broad Spectrum Sunscreen with UVA/UVB protection
• Passed the Lineman’s Glove Test (Type 1 Class 2 ANSI/ASTM D 120)
• Sun X is FDA rated Water Resistant with maximum allowed duration time (80 minutes).
• PABA Free & Oil Free

$18.05 / Dispenser

BUG X 30 INSECT REPELLENT WITH DEET
This EPA registered formula follows the suggestion from CDC to reduce the amount of DEET concentration in 
insect repellents. This newly approved EPA formula allows the DEET to be released in a more controlled and 
measured manner, permitting longer lasting performance, once obtained only by high concentrations of DEET.
This new water base formula is: 
• Non-Greasy
• Non-Staining
• Low Odor
• Water and Sweat Resistant

$18.05/ box

YOUR SKIN PROTECTION SOLUTION

Sun X SPF 30 Broad Spectrum Sunscreen is FDA 
complaint with the new FDA sunscreen monograph. Our 
formula offers equal UVA and UBA protection from the 
sun’s harmful rays and is rated water resistant 
w/maximum duration time allowed by FDA (80 min).

Sun X SPF Broad Spectrum Multi-Pack w/Dry Towelette 
is a new, innovative and FDA complaint single dose foil 
package design. This packaging offers a convenient way 
to apply sunscreen, the dry towelette is intended to 
absorb sweat, dirt, sunscreen and/or other substances.

Bug X FREE is a natural, DEET FREE insect repellent 
providing protection against biting insects. Safe to use 
while Fire Retardant (FR) clothing is being worn.

Bug X Patch utilizes the natural benefits of Vitamin B1 
through a thermal based patch that directly supplements 
you with a steady delivery of B1, which ultimately 
provides complete head-to-toe protection from most 
biting insects.

Bug X Patch Insect Repellent with 30% DEET is effective 
for 7+ hours of protection against mosquitoes, ticks and 
other insects carrying disease’s like West Nile virus and 
Lyme disease. 

Ivy X Pre-Contact Skin Solution acts as an invisible 
barrier to help protect against outdoor irritants.

Ivy X Pre-Contact Skin Cleanser is effective in assisting 
in the removal of poisonous plant oils (Urushiol) 
commonly found in Poison Ivy.

Contact your local Sales Professional for more details

Contact your local sales professional or branch for pricing and availability.

#71440

#12640



100% recyclable.

Sourced from protected wells or municipal water supplies.

The water is processed through microfiltration and reverse osmosis.
It is then run through a final charcoal filtration system - which no other
water company does.

Microbiologist at every single facility ensuring quality of product.

Best water, bottle design and packaging available (case & pallet).

98% world class fill rate.

Pallets can be double stacked, reducing warehouse footprint.

BOTTLED WATER

24 bottles per case
84 cases per pallet
19 pallets per truck

16.9 fl oz per bottle



FREE SQWEEZE FREEZER PROMO
60 CASES SQWEEZE = FREE SQWEEZE FREEZER

END USER PROMOTIONS
JANUARY 1 - DECEMBER 31, 2021

Purchase 60 cases of Sqwincher Sqweeze and receive a
FREE 7 cu. ft. freezer

Sqweeze pops with free freezer will be drop-shipped directly to the 
end user - free shipping is included within the contiguous United 
States

Offer valid while supplies last.  Kent Precision Foods Group (KPFG) 
reserves the right to end any promotional offer at any time without 
notification

Promo must be purchased through a local Sqwincher distributor 
and will ship direct to end user from the KPFG warehouse

End users may purchase multiple promos only if they are included 
on the first purchase order

Distributor purchase order must be sent direct to KPFG for 
processing

Purchase order MUST INCLUDE - end user contact name & title - 
phone number - ship-to address & email address.  ORDER WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED IF INFORMATION IS NOT 100% COMPLETE - 
no exceptions

Promos are intended for end user purchases only

Promo good from January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021

2021


